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behind the scenes

what is your background? what did you study and how did you 
get started in this industry?

I have a legal background. I studied for and obtained a Bachelor of Laws 
Degree (LLB) as well as a Bachelor of Commerce Degree (BComm). My first 
job was as a legal advisor for a labour consulting company called SEESA 

and I got started in the motor industry when I joined the RMI as an IR specia-
list offering legal labour advice to their members.

how long have you been with the rmi?
I have been employed with the RMI since 2011, so 11 years now.

what positions have you held during that time and what does 
your current portfolio include?
During my 11 years with the RMI, I have held various positions including 
IR Specialist, Regional Manager – KZN, National Director of NAZA (Number 
Plate Association of South Africa), Associational Director of the NTA (Natal 
Towing Association), Regulatory Compliance Manager, National Director of 
SAVABA and National Director of the VTA.

Currently my portfolio includes Regulatory Compliance manager for the 
RMI, the Regional Manager for KZN and the National Director of the VTA.

what difference would you like to make 
in your current position?
In my role as Regulatory Compliance Manager, the issue of safety and com-
pliance is very important to me. The difference I would like to make is to 
educate members and the public at large on the importance of compliance 
and the risks involved with non-compliance and thereby getting people to 
understand the fundamental concept that whilst regulatory compliance is 
often viewed as a grudge activity it is an absolute necessity for the safe and 
proper running of any business.

what value do you think your association brings to the public, 
business owners and the rmi?
My Association, the VTA, plays an integral role in road safety and therefore I 
believe brings immense value to the public and the motor industry at large. 
We are responsible for testing and ensuring that the vehicles on our roads 
are in a roadworthy condition and this hugely impacts road safety and the 
preservation of life. Vehicles need to be constantly maintained and kept in a 
roadworthy and safe condition and that has a positive impact on road safety 
and decreases the number of fatalities from road accidents.

what achievements during your time at 
the rmi are you most proud of?
I am really proud of my appointment from IR Specialist to a Manager to As-
sociational Director in a relatively short space of time.

what advice would you offer to young people wishing to pursue 
a career in the motor industry?
My advice would be to simply go for it. The motor industry is one of the most 
diverse and fascinating industries in our country and with so much variety it 
would be difficult for a young person not to find their passion in one of the 
many spheres the industry has to offer.

what does your average working day consist of?
Since I currently look after three portfolios, most of my days are spent sharing 
my time and resources amongst the three to ensure all get equal attention 
and are maintained adequately. I prioritise where I need to on a daily basis.

if you could change anything about the rmi, what would it be?
From an internal point of view, the only thing I would change would be to hold 
more events where our internal staff nationally would have an opportunity to 
meet and greet their colleagues face to face. As we are a national company we 
deal with staff from other offices on a daily basis but unfortunately many have 
not had the pleasure of meeting all their colleagues in person.

what do you think the biggest challenges 
will be in the next five years?
I believe that the biggest challenge we will face in the next five years would 
be to ensure that the industry keeps up with emerging trends and technolo-
gy. Technology is constantly evolving and at a rapid pace and it is important 
that all role players in the motor industry keep up and evolve along with it.

what hobbies and interests do you have?
I enjoy working out at the gym, watching football and socialising with friends.

how do you like to spend your free time?
As my work life is often very time consuming I like to spend every spare 
moment I have with my lovely wife and seven-year-old daughter. Whether 
it involves going out or just enjoying a relaxing day in front of the TV with 
them, which is how I like to spend my free time.

what are your personal goals for the next five years?
I would like to further my studies at some point and I would like to take up a 
role in higher management within the organisation. 

Rising through the ranks at the RMI
Julian Pillay recently took on the responsibility of Regulatory Compliance Manager 
for the RMI, the Regional Manager for KZN and the National Director of the VTA. 
We find out what it took to rise through the ranks of the RMI. One of the highlights at this year’s Automechanika was the an-

nouncement of the local Innovation Award winners and the 
news by Michael Johannes, Vice President Mobility and Logistics 

at Messe Frankfurt, that Jakkie Olivier, CEO of the RMI, would represent 
South Africa as one of the nine independent judges of the International 
Innovation Awards being held at Automechanika Frankfurt in September 
this year.

The Innovation Awards have always been a highlight of both the local 
and international shows and this year pioneering products have been 
given an even bigger role on the international stage with the in-
troduction of a new concept – Innovation4Mobility that will run 
alongside the Innovation Awards.

“In times of radical change, innovations are more import-
ant than ever. That is why we will be doing even more this year 
to highlight the products and solutions that are submitted. Not 
only during the trade fair itself, but also in the run-up to 
the event. We have also adapted the categories in keep-
ing with the latest developments in the automotive 
aftermarket,” said Michael Johannes, Vice President 
Mobility and Logistics at Messe Frankfurt.

The search to find the next big thing in the automo-
tive aftermarket has become that much more exciting 
with innovative products and solutions expected, not 
only in electromobility and other alternative drive sys-
tems, but also in the fields of data and connectivity.

“This is why the new Innovation4Mobility will be making its debut along-
side the Innovation Awards. Here industry, science and start-ups will be able 
to present their solutions for networked vehicles and climate-neutral mo-
bility in tech talks, networking sessions and product showcases. These will 
be included with the award-winning submissions from the Automechanika 
Innovation Awards,” adds Johannes.

Exhibitors will be able to submit their innovations in nine categories 
namely E-Mobility, Data and Connectivity, Workshop and Service Solutions, 
Parts and Technology Solutions, Body and Paint, Car Wash and Care, Acces-
sories and Customising, Commercial Vehicles and Motorcycles.

The submitted products will be examined and evaluated by an inde-
pendent panel of experts. This year’s panel has been expanded to in-
clude international aftermarket experts, including representatives from 
the industry, retail and associations.

“As the largest representative body for the retail and associated 
motor industries, RMI is recognised as the leading voice in South 

Africa’s automotive aftermarket, and I am hoping to bring back 
some of the more creative and innovative solutions that are 

shaping the aftermarket of the future. The RMI itself and its 
eight associations are driving digitalisation and constantly 

evolving to meet the needs of an evolving customer 
base. If the standard of innovation at the SA show this 
month is anything to go by, I cannot wait to see what 
innovation the world has to bring,” said Olivier, follow-

ing his election as a judge. 

RMI NEWS

Jakkie Olivier joins Automechanika 
Frankfurt Innovation Awards judging panel

Members of the RMI have welcomed the opportunity for their apprentices to 
participate in the fourth WorldSkills South Africa (WSZA) Biennial National 
Competition which took place recently at the Inkosi Albert Luthuli International 

Convention Centre in KwaZulu-Natal.
Six young apprentices competed in the Automotive technology category in Port 

Shepstone. Participants include Ceajay Bosman, a 2nd year automotive motor mechan-
ic apprentice from the Port Elizabeth TVET College, who walked away with Gold in the 
automotive motor mechanic sector at WorldSkills Africa in Namibia, as well as third year 
apprentice, Ernest Beneke, also from PE TVET College.

The national competition takes place every three years and is organised by the De-
partment of Higher Education. It is an important competition to promote artisan skills as 
a viable career choice, as well as to open up potential partnerships with industry.

Louis van Huyssteen, RMI National Training Director says the competition is an ideal 
platform to assess levels of competency and to promote a technical qualification as a 
viable first choice for many young people. “We are facing a critical skills shortage in the 
industry and welcome any initiatives which can attract and draw in more talent into 
the sector.”

The winners of the National Competition will get an opportunity to represent the 
country at the WorldSkills International Competition in Shanghai, China which will be 
contested by over 1 600 competitors from more than 60 countries and regions, compet-
ing in over 63 skills. 

Industry welcomes WorldSkills 
national competition
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Three of the young apprentices competing in the fourth 
WorldSkills SA competition in KwaZulu-Natal – from 
left Stanleyn Kopi, Tebogo Maleswena and Kelvin Dumi 
Masilela.


